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Phonons in Nanocrystalline57Fe
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We measured the phonon density of states (DOS) of nanocrystalline Fe by resonant inelastic nuclear
g-ray scattering. The nanophase material shows large distortions in its phonon DOS. We attribute
the high energy distortion to lifetime broadening. A damped harmonic oscillator model for the
phonons provides a low quality factor,Qu, averaging about 5, but the longitudinal modes may have
been broadened most. The nanocrystalline Fe also shows an enhancement in its phonon DOS at
energies below 15 meV. The difference in vibrational entropy of the bulk and nanocrystalline Fe
was small, owing to competing changes in the nanocrystalline phonon DOS at low and high energies.
[S0031-9007(97)03708-3]
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Over the past decade there has been much interes
nanocrystalline materials, generally defined as materi
composed of crystallites smaller than 100 nm. Unusu
mechanical properties and soft magnetic properties we
topics of numerous investigations on metallic nanocry
tals [1]. Very recently, neutron inelastic scattering mea
surements have shown some differences in the phon
density of states (DOS) of nanocrystalline and bulk mat
rials [2–6]. One such effect was an enhancement of t
phonon DOS at low energies [3–7]. A broadening of th
peak from the longitudinal modes in the phonon DOS wa
also observed and attributed to the lifetime broadening
phonons in small crystals [5,6]. Unfortunately, it was no
possible to measure accurately the shape of the longitu
nal peak, owing to statistical and background limitation
of the neutron inelastic scattering technique.

In this Letter we show how a recently developed exper
mental technique, resonant inelastic nuclearg-ray scatter-
ing [8,9], provides new information on the shape of th
phonon DOS of nanocrystalline Fe. In particular, the e
cellent signal-to-noise ratio of the data makes it possib
to examine quantitatively the high energy tail of th
phonon DOS in small samples. In our resonant inela
tic nuclearg-ray scattering measurements, 14.41 keVg

rays were directed onto a foil specimen, and 6.4 keV co
version x-ray radiations from the specimen were detecte
This scattering is incoherent, so the data provide info
mation on the velocity-velocity correlation function of in-
dividual 57Fe nuclei. The experiments were performe
at the undulator beamline 3-ID at the Advanced Photo
Source. A high-heat-load monochromator, which consis
of two symmetric silicon (1 1 1) reflections in a nondis
persive setting, and a high-resolution, nested monoch
mator, as described previously [10], were used to provi
the 14.413 keV radiation onto the specimen. The hig
resolution monochromator operates with asymmetric si
con (4 2 2) and symmetric silicon (10 6 4) reflections an
produces a constant energy bandwidth of 5.5 meV ov
0031-9007y97y79(5)y937(4)$10.00
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the tuning range. The energy of the incident radiatio
was tuned by rotating the (10 6 4) channel-cut crystal i
steps of 2 meV. The photons were incident on the samp
at 5 3 109 Hz in a 0.5 3 2 mm2 beam. An avalanche
photo diode with an active area of 2 cm2 was mounted
3 mm above the specimen for the detection of the emitte
Fe-K fluorescence radiation. To eliminate the unwante
electronic contribution to the fluorescence, counting bega
30 ns after the arrival of the synchrotron radiation flash
The detector noise was less than 0.03 Hz. All measur
ments were performed at room temperature. A foil o
cold-rolled bulk 57Fe was used for calibration and com-
parison with the nanocrystalline material.

The sample of nanocrystalline57Fe was prepared by the
technique of ballistic consolidation [11]. About 34 mg of
57Fe (95% isotopically enriched) was evaporated by electr
cal resistance heating into a gas of N2 containing 10 vol %
H2 at a pressure of 3.5 Torr. Some of the57Fe crystal-
lites that condensed in the flowing gas were entrained
aerosol particles in a gas stream that was drawn throu
a nozzle of 1 cm diameter. Particle velocities of 20 mys
were achieved by establishing a pressure of 1000 mT
the downstream side of the nozzle. This gas was direct
against a thin kapton substrate, where a film of about 4 m
of 57Fe was deposited.

An x-ray diffraction pattern from the nanocrystalline
57Fe film is shown in Fig. 1(a). The main diffraction
peaks are indexed as bcc Fe. We determined the latt
parameter of the bcc phase to be2.8679 6 0.0005 Å,
which is close to the lattice parameter of 2.8664 Å
of pure Fe. Also visible are broad diffraction feature
attributable to a thin oxide layer around the surfaces of th
Fe crystallites. Although the oxide may be amorphou
after six months of exposure to air the sample oxidatio
was more extensive (although not complete), and th
oxide was identified as either nanocrystalline maghemi
or magnetite. We estimated the particle sizes and stra
distribution in the bcc phase from the widths of the (110
© 1997 The American Physical Society 937
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FIG. 1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern from ballistically consoli
dated nanocrystalline57Fe. Main peaks are indexed as bcc F
Kapton substrate contributes to diffraction intensity at low
angles, but intensity around 74± is from oxide. (b) Top:
transmission Mössbauer spectrum of bulk foil from natural F
Bottom: spectrum from ballistically consolidated nanocryst
of natural Fe.

and (220) diffractions [12], obtaining a small crystallin
size, s10 6 1d nm, and a root-mean-squared strain
s0.18 6 0.03d%.

Figure 1(b) shows a conventional transmissi
Mössbauer spectrum from a similar sample of nanocr
talline natural Fe prepared by ballistic consolidatio
Compared to the Mössbauer spectrum from bulk
there is some broadening of the sextet of peaks in
nanocrystalline film. Such broadening has been attribu
previously to Fe atoms at grain boundaries [13] or free s
faces [14]. There is also a small amount of paramagn
Fe evident in the spectrum. Although it is not practic
to assign the paramagnetic spectrum to a crystal struct
the intensity is within the range expected of iron oxide
Finally, the Mössbauer spectrum also contains a w
and broad contribution from25 to 15 mmys, perhaps
originating with Fe atoms in irregular local environmen
of grain boundaries [15] or surfaces, for which magne
relaxation may occur at room temperature [14].

Transmission electron microscopy was performed
several samples of natural Fe and one sample of57Fe
prepared by ballistic consolidation. Figure 2 shows th
the crystallites are distinct, with sizes around 10 nm a
with the uniformity expected from the gas consolidatio
method [1]. The images allow for only thin disordere
regions between crystallites and thin surface oxides. T
state of agglomeration and consolidation was control
by the conditions of ballistic consolidation to provid
some internal porosity as seen in the bright field image

Typical resonant inelastic nuclearg-ray scattering
spectra are presented in Fig. 3. An important point ab
the experimental data is the negligible background. D
points away from the Mössbauer resonance (e.g., at e
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FIG. 2. Transmission electron micrographs of ballistica
consolidated nanocrystals of57Fe. Left: bright field. Right:
dark field image from (110) bcc Fe diffraction.

gies greater than690 meV) averaged only two counts o
the scale of Fig. 3. The resonant inelastic nuclearg-ray
scattering spectrum from the nanocrystalline material
Fig. 3 shows a tail above 40 meV that extends beyo
that of the bulk bcc Fe, and also shows an enhan
scattering at low energies below 15 meV.

Analysis of the resonant inelastic nuclearg-ray scat-
tering spectra to obtain phonon DOS curves procee
in the same way as for incoherent inelastic neutron sc
tering. The resulting DOS curve is technically a part
phonon DOS from57Fe alone, but this is nearly equivalen
to the total phonon DOS of our specimens. The elas

FIG. 3. Experimental resonant inelastic nuclearg-ray scatter-
ing spectra from bulk57Fe foil and ballistically consolidated
nanocrystalline57Fe. Data are shown with equal intensity
25 meV.
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peaks were modeled as a sum of two Gaussian pea
and subtracted from the spectrum. The resulting inela
tic scattering was treated with the conventional mult
phonon expansion [16,17]. A calculation of the phono
DOS of bcc Fe, using the Born–von Kármán model o
lattice dynamics with force constants obtained from e
perimental phonon dispersion curves [18], is shown at t
top of Fig. 4(a), labeled “Fe DOS.” From this phono
DOS curve it is straightforward to calculate the mult
phonon scattering at 300 K with a momentum transf
vector Q of the 14.41 keVg rays s7.3 Å21d. For this
Q, T, and DOS of bcc57Fe, the multiphonon scattering
(sum of 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-phonon scatterings) is in a fixe
ratio to the total inelastic scattering (sum of 1, 2, 3,
5-phonon scatterings). After convolving these calculat
scattering functionsSsQ, Ed with a Gaussian resolution
function of FWHM  5.0 meV, the total inelastic scat-
tering was scaled in amplitude to fit the experimental i
elastic scattering data. The multiphonon scattering w
scaled by the same factor, and subtracted from the exp
mental data. The result is the experimental one-phon
scattering. This one-phonon scattering can be conver
into a phonon DOS by multiplying by the thermal correc
tion factorfsEd:

fsEd  Ef1 2 exps2EykT dg . (1)

The only difficulty with the procedure just describe
is knowing the phonon DOS to use for calculating th
multiphonon scattering. While this is not a problem fo
bulk bcc Fe, the phonon DOS is not knowna priori for
the nanocrystalline material. In one approach we used
iterative procedure. We started by assuming the mu
phonon scattering of bcc Fe, and extracted a phonon D
curve from the experimental data. This first generatio
DOS curve was then used to calculate the multiphon
scattering for the second iteration. There was essentia
no difference for the phonon DOS obtained in the first an

FIG. 4. (a) Top: phonon DOS of bulk bcc Fe, calculated wit
force constants from inelastic neutron scattering [18]. Bottom
crosses are phonon DOS curves extracted from experime
data of Fig. 4. Solid curves are calculated as described in te
(b) Enlargement of low energy part of the experimental phon
DOS curves of Fig. 4(a).
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second iterations for the bulk Fe sample, and relative
little change for the phonon DOS from the nanocrystallin
material. The method of Sturhahnet al. [8] was also
used to obtain phonon DOS curves, and results of the t
methods were essentially identical.

The experimental phonon DOS curves obtained af
the second iteration are shown in Fig. 4(a) as “Bu
Exp” and “Nano Exp.” They are overlaid with two
calculated curves. The curve labeled “Bulk Calc” is th
phonon DOS from bcc Fe [labeled Fe DOS in Fig. 4(a
after convolution with a Gaussian instrument function
5.0 meV resolution. The fit to the experimental data
excellent, even though the only adjustable parameter w
the normalization to unit area.

The curve labeled “Nano Calc” was also obtained fro
the phonon DOS of bcc Fe, but with the assumption
lifetime broadening of the phonons. Each intensity
energyE0 of the curve Fe DOS was convoluted with th
characteristic spectrum of a damped harmonic oscillato

DE 0sEd 
1

pQuE0

1
sE0yE 2 EyE0d2 1 1yQ2

u
(2)

The only free parameter in fitting the phonon DO
from the nanocrystalline material was the value of th
quality factor of the oscillatorQu, which was assumed
to be the same for all phonons. The curve Nano Ca
in Fig. 4(a) was obtained with a value ofQu  5,
after convolution with the same instrument resolutio
function used for the bulk Fe data (Gaussian functi
of FWHM  5.0 meV). Many features of the phonon
DOS from the nanocrystalline Fe are represented well
this assumption of a damped harmonic oscillator. T
shape of the high energy tail above the longitudinal pe
is modeled particularly well. It is possible, however, t
obtain better agreement with the kink in the experimen
data at 30 meV by assuming that the transverse modes
broadened less than the longitudinal modes.

The lifetime broadening can be understood by consid
ing the number of oscillation cycles available to a phon
wave packet as it traverses a small crystallite. In a 10 n
crystallite, half of the atoms are within about 1 nm from
the surface. The present value ofQu  5 is much lower
than from nanocrystalline material in consolidated for
[5,6], however. Previous results from consolidated f
nanocrystals of 10 nm indicate aQu in the range of 15–
30 [6]. We believe our low value ofQu originates with
the open nature of the microstructure shown in Fig. 2, a
perhaps from effects of surface oxide. We hypothes
that the interfaces and free surfaces in our material may
especially effective in damping crystal vibrations, at lea
those of longitudinal polarization. We doubt that dampin
could be caused by interstitial contamination in the me
by C or N atoms; the small change in x-ray lattice param
ter compared to that of bulk bcc Fe indicates a concent
tion of C or N of less than 0.2 at. % [19]. It might be
argued that some damping could originate with intern
939
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stresses. For small particles there is a large thermo
namic driving force to reduce surface area, so the ato
bounding the regions of contact between two small cry
tallites could be subject to severe stresses. These stre
will be propagated into the nanocrystallites [20], and ma
scatter phonons by anharmonic interactions. The m
sured strain distribution is smaller than in ball-milled Fe
however, which shows much less phonon broadening [5

There remain two discrepancies between the curv
Nano Exp and Nano Calc that we believe are significa
For energies below about 15 meV, Fig. 4(b) shows th
the DOS from the ballistically consolidated nanocrysta
lies above the DOS from the bulk Fe sample by a fa
tor of about 2 (there may be some uncertainty at en
gies below about 4 meV, owing to how we subtracted t
elastic Mössbauer peak from the data). Such low ene
modes have been reported previously [4–7]. Althoug
their origin is not fully understood, they are consiste
with a high density of elastic discontinuities in the mate
rial [21,22]. It is interesting that the experimental dat
shown in Fig. 4(b) are approximately quadratic in en
ergy, although with different constants of proportionality
Perhaps the average velocity of sound is smaller in t
nanocrystalline material by a factor of3

p
2  1.26. The

second discrepancy of note is an enhanced experim
tal intensity in the energy range 55–75 meV. Althoug
the signal is weak, we suggest it could originate with F
atoms that are bonded covalently to O atoms. High fr
quency vibrations of O atoms would cause a small r
sponse of neighboring Fe atoms at the same frequency

A large entropy has been proposed as a reason for
thermal stability of nanocrystalline materials at modera
temperatures [23,24]. We defineDSvib  Snan

vib 2 Sblk
vib as

the difference in vibrational entropy of the nanocrystallin
and the bulk Fe. At high temperatures this difference
vibrational entropy depends in a straightforward way o
the difference in the vibrational DOS of the two phase
gnansEd 2 gblksEd [3,5]:

DSvib  23kB

Z `

0
fgnansEd 2 gblksEdg lnsEd dE , (3)

where the difference avoids problems with the dime
sions of the argument of the logarithm. Using the v
brational DOS shown in Fig. 4(a), for high temperatur
we find DSvib  0.01 6 0.02kByatom. Other nanocrys-
talline materials that had a significant enhancement
their phonon DOS at low energies have had vibration
entropies up to0.2kByatom larger than their bulk counter-
parts [3,5,6]. In the present alloy, surprisingly, the larg
lifetime broadening of the DOS from the nanocrystallin
material largely cancels the effects from the enhancem
of the phonon DOS at low energies. It is unlikely tha
the thermodynamic stability of our nanocrystalline Fe
affected much by vibrational entropy.
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